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Saturday Classes 
11a-1p Beginners narrow band weaving, Fiber Arts 

Have you recently purchased a small loom or are thinking 
about taking that step? Join Lady Sighridh as we go over 
the basics for both inkle and tablet weaving. How to 
choose your thread/yarn, how to read a pattern, how to 
warp your loom and starting to weave. A basic pattern 
for each type of weaving will be provided, but we’ll also 
look at some of the books available for patterns. 

   
11a Beginner Historical Brewing in the SCA, Brewer’s University 
11a Not Just Snowflakes: Papercut Art throughout the World, 

A&S Consult 
 Everyone remembers making paper snowflakes at some 

point in their childhood but did you know they are 
actually a period art? This and other styles of art- all 
created using just paper and a knife/chisel/scissors- have 
been created throughout the world since the 4th Century 
AD. This class with focus on teaching 3 styles: Jian Zhi from 
China, Sanjhi from India, and Scherenschnitte from 
Germany as well as the history of the art and symbolism 
behind subject matter and colors, etc. Supplies will be 
provided for the class. All over the age of 12 are 
welcome to participate (sitting in and observing is 
welcome to all who are interested). 

 
1p A Systematic Approach to Historical Reconstruction, 

Brewer’s University 
2p-5p  Japanese Temari Ball Embroidery, Fiber Arts 

Come learn how to create a Temari, a decorative 
embroidered ball. Lady Sigridh will be teaching the 
basics of a simple Temari. She will explain how the base is 
created, but to save us time and allow us to begin 
embroidering right away, she will be providing prepared 
bases for 8 students, as well as needles and thread for the 
project. 

2p-on Cooking Demonstration: Couscous, Open Space 
2p-4p Wooden Garden Structures, Open Space 

Pictures from illuminations and a couple different kinds of 
wood will be available for gentles to "play" with how 
different species of wood work for the various structures 
depicted. 

 

Schedule 
Friday 
5pm   Gate Opens, Light snacks available 
Saturday  
7:30-9:30 Breakfast available 
10a  Village Artisans Open! 
10a-4p Classes 
Noon  Dayboard available 
 
3p-4p Arts & Sciences Consultation Table 

This is a chance for artisans to get feedback 
on their A&S projects & documentation from 
those familiar with the process of judging 
A&S. We are happy to talk informally with 
you about your project, offering our general 
thoughts and advice, or, we can provide 
you with a more structured sample walk-
through of your project based on the latest 
draft of the kingdom A&S championship 
rubric. 

6p  Feast 
Dark-thirty Fire, Friends and Fables 

While this is an RP, we will not be holding 
court. Please join us for socializing around the 
fire with stories, music and cheer to share! 

Sunday 
7:30-9:30 Breakfast available 
Noon  Event closes and cleanup begins 
 
Sing for the East! CDs will be available for purchase to 
support the Royal Travel Fund. Please check at Gate. 
 
Thank you to TRH Ivan and Matilde, Lady Katya, Baron 
Tiberius, Lady Arsinoe, all of our teachers and area 
coordinators and of course the Shire officers for your work 
in putting this event on! 
 


